Adventure Project Manager

Join a leadership role on Re:Green – the first ever UK volunteer programme for Raleigh International. It is time to get out and take urgent action to drive the green recovery and address the climate emergency.

Our Volunteer Managers

As an Adventure Project Manager you will join the Volunteer Manager team on Re:Green. Together you will be the driving force behind our projects, working with Raleigh International staff to ensure Re:Green runs smoothly and all volunteers are safe and inspired to learn how to create change.

Adventure Project Manager

You will facilitate a group of volunteers aged 18-24 on the Youth Leadership ‘Ignite’ component of Re:Green. Your skills and experience will be essential in developing the teamwork and leadership skills of a group taking on a highly challenging but deeply rewarding remote trek in the wilds of Scotland. You will guide your team in collaboration with another Project Manager. You will:

- Facilitate and inspire a diverse group of young volunteers to complete a challenging and remote trek.
- Use your outdoor leadership and training experience to support your team, encouraging them to lead and support each other to complete this together.
- Gain insight into the running of sustainable development programmes and the practical challenges they encompass.
- Receive training with your fellow Volunteer Managers in advance of your programme and during your first week before the volunteers arrive.

Skills and attributes

- Leadership – experience of leading and facilitating teams and supporting individuals.
- Teamwork – able to collaborate effectively and encourage contributions from others.
- Sensitivity to needs of others – enthusiastic about supporting and mentoring young people.
- Planning and problem solving – enthusiastically responds to challenges and generates innovative solutions.
- Flexibility and adaptability – responds positively to challenges and changing environments.
- Positive and realistic commitment - demonstrates enthusiasm for the role and a positive and compassionate approach to leading.

Eligibility and requirements

- Mountain Leader trained/assessed (you will need to submit a copy of your certificate and logbook)
- UK based / right to work in the UK
- Provide a certificate in first aid training.
- Pass a DBS enhanced check.